
New Products  Materials

®Inside: New materials for Fall of 2019 including Microcel Puff  PE,
TM TM ® ®Bamboolite , Carbon Vinyl , Poron  Vive & Poron  Embrace



Since 1972

®Acor  Orthopaedic was founded in 1972 as a patient care facility specializing in Pedorthic, Orthotic and 
Prosthetic care. Today, the Cleveland, Ohio based company is a manufacturer of Custom and Retail 
orthopedic products and converter of EVA, PE and PU foam products, serving a variety of markets 
worldwide. We are comprised of Pedorthists, Orthotists, and Prosthetists, including a staff of Bio-Medical 
Engineers and  Artisan Craftsmen.

As our customers needs have changed and grown with the ever advancing orthopedics market, so has Acor 
evolved to become an industry leader in Custom Bracing. We are proud to offer a constantly expanding line 
of  Ankle-Foot Orthotics and Braces to suit the needs of your practice and your patient.

Our mission is, and always has been, to provide the best quality innovative orthopedic and converted foam 
products to our valued customers while providing unmatched service.

American Innovation

Acor Orthopaedic, Inc
18530 South Miles Pkwy
Cleveland, OH 44128
www.acor.com

Toll Free: 800.237.2267
Local: 216.662.4500

Fax: 800.830.8445
orderentry@acor.com



What’s New from Acor?

Bamboolite™ is laminated Acor NeoSponge™ with an 
improved, ultra-durable bamboo fabric cover. This long-wearing, 
natural, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and odor neutralizing 
material offers outstanding cushioning. Tough on impact and 
shear, with breathable and porous properties, Bamboolite™ is a 
perfect option for the most active user.

TMBamboolite

Carbon Vinyl fabric provides the appearance of carbon fiber with 
a touch of luster at a fraction of the cost.  This multipurpose top 
or bottom cover has four way stretch which allows it to bend and 
shape with curves using minimal effort.  Carbon Vinyl offers a 
sleek look without sacrificing sophistication or functionality.

Carbon Vinyl™

®Microcel Puff  PE Compare to PE-Lite™
®Microcel Puff  PE is material with incredible durability, 

®insulation, thermoforming ability and resiliency. Puff  PE 
shows no deterioration due to water or light and has 
excellent chemical resistance to acid and alkali compared 
with other materials. As a cross-linked polyethylene, it is 
naturally resistant to shear making it ideal for many 
applications in the fabrication of orthotics and prosthetics.

®Poron  Vive & Embrace

materials that offer contouring comfort step after 
step. Vive reduces impact by actively responding to 
energy, and Embrace conforms to contours while 
maintaining the memory of its original shape. Both 
open cell structures are light weight and breathable.

® ®PORON  Vive and PORON  Embrace are two 
supportive, shock absorbing and resilient



Call 800-237-2267 For Pricing

36.0 x 52.0
Full Sheet

36.0 x 26.0
Half Sheet

Special order size
Strips (MOQs apply)

Case Quantities Available. 
Call for specifics.

™Carbon Vinyl  Textured Stretch Fabric

Uses 
Top and bottom covers on foot orthotics, elbow pads, knee pads, orthopedic braces.

Carbon Vinyl™ fabric provides the appearance of carbon fiber with a touch of luster at a fraction of 
the cost.  This multipurpose top or bottom cover has four way stretch which allows it to bend and 
shape with curves using minimal effort. Carbon Vinyl™ offers a sleek look without sacrificing 
sophistication or functionality.

Description 

   appearance

-  Smooth surface

-  4 way stretch

Feature 

-  Moisture resistant

-  Carbon fiber

-  Maximum pliability

-  Will not retain water

Advantage 

-  Low friction

-  Sleek look

Benefit 

-  Signature appearance

-  Easy in/out of footwear

-  Longer wearing

-  Easy to contour

Part Num Desc Size

SDUR-00160 Carbon Fiber textured Fabric 36"x52"

SDUR-00161 Carbon Fiber textured Fabric 36"x26"

Part Num Desc Size

SDUR-00158 Carbon Fiber textured Fabric 52"x300'

Carbon Vinyl

Sheets

Rolls

Carbon 
™

Textured Stretch Fabric

Call 800.237.2267 for more information.

www.acor.com



AMBOOlite
Bamboo NeoSponge™

Description 
Bamboolite™ is laminated Acor NeoSponge™ with an improved, ultra-durable bamboo fabric 
cover. This long-wearing, natural, anti-bacterial, anti-microbial and odor neutralizing material offers 
outstanding cushioning. Tough on impact and shear, with breathable and porous properties, 
Bamboolite™ is a perfect option for the most active user.

Uses 
Top cover in foot orthotics, elbow pads, knee pads, orthopedic braces

-  Moisture Resistant

-  Shock Absorbing

Feature 

-  Anti-bacterial, anti-

   fungal and

   anti-microbial

-  Reduces stress on impact

-  Will not retain water

Advantage 

-  Eliminates harmful

   bacteria, fungi and

   microbes

-  Longer wearing

-  Comfort cushioning

Benefit 

-  Eliminates odor

Bamboo NeoSponge™

TM

47.0 x 75.0
Full Sheet

47.0 x 37.5
Half Sheet

5.0 x 14.0
Strips (MOQ 46)

Sheet Sizes

Half Sheet Case Qty.
SDUR-00165       48
SDUR-00166       24

Call 800-237-2267 For Pricing

www.acor.com

Part Num Desc Size

SDUR-00169 1.6mm (1/16") Black NeoSponge F05 + Bamboo 47"x75"

SDUR-00170 3.2mm (1/8") Black NeoSponge F05 + Bamboo 47"x75"

SDUR-00165 1.6mm (1/16") Black NeoSponge F05 + Bamboo 47"x37.5"

SDUR-00166 3.2mm (1/8") Black NeoSponge F05 + Bamboo 47"x37.5"

Part Num Desc Size

SDUR-00504 1.6mm (1/16") Black NeoSponge F05 + Bamboo 5"x14"

SDUR-00505 3.2mm (1/8") Black NeoSponge F05 + Bamboo 5"x14"

Bamboolite Bamboo NeoSponge

Sheets

Strips



Microcel ®Puff  PE
Cross-Linked Polyethylene

Custom sheet
sizes available

(MOQs apply) Special order size
Strips (MOQs apply)

Sheet Sizes

Description 
®Microcel Puff  PE is a highly durable, insulating, thermoforming and resilient cross-linked polyethylene 

®comparable to PE-Lite™ at a fraction of the cost. Puff  PE shows no deterioration due to water or light 
and has excellent chemical resistance to acid and alkali compared with other materials. It is naturally 
resistant to shear making it ideal for many applications in the fabrication of orthotics and prosthetics.

Uses 
Foot orthotic layers, prosthetic liners, heat mold applications

Feature 
-  Cross Linked PE

-  Thermoforming

-  Shear resistant

-  Moisture Resistant

-  Insulating -  Maintains interior temp

-  Natural tensile strength

Advantage 

-  Water will not deteriorate

-  Low friction against skin

-  Continually moldable

Benefit 
-  Durability

-  Longer wearing

-  Comfort in elements

-  Re-workable

-  Will not irritate

 ®
Microcel Puff  PE Cross-Linked Polyethylene

Compare to

PE-Lite™

Call 800-237-2267 For Pricing Case Quantities Available 
and will vary by thickness. 

Call for specifics.

Hardness Color

1/16" 1/8" 3/16" 5/16" 3/8" 1/2" 3/4"

B-4 Soft White ● ● ● ● ●

A-8 Medium White ● ● ● ● ●

A-20 Firm White ● ● ● ● ● ●

A-20 Firm Pink ● ● ● ●

A-20 Firm Beige ● ●

A-30 Xfirm White ● ●

Sheets

Microcel Puff PE

Thickness

www.acor.com

40.0 x 40.0
Full Sheet

31.5 x 31.5
X-Firm Only



Comfort Urethane by

and

27.0 x 36.0
Half Sheet 5.0 x 14.0

Strips (MOQ 46)

Half Sheet Case Qty.
PORE-00003       24
PORV-00003       24

Roll Size
54.0 x 165ft.

®
PORON  Vive High Impact Energy Return

®PORON  Embrace Responsive Memory

Uses 
Cushioning layer in foot orthotics, AFOs, and in custom laminations

Description
®PORON  Vive is a supportive, shock absorbing and resilient urethane material. Vive reduces impact transferred to joints 

and muscles from step shock by actively responding to energy from every step. The open cell structure remains light 
®weight and breathable while keeping feet cool and dry, maintaining performance over repeated use. PORON  Vive offers 

load bearing capability while evenly distributing weight to support key pressure points and reduce discomfort.

Description
®PORON  Embrace offers custom contouring for comfort that lasts. During use, this material will conform to the contours 

®of the foot providing an ultra soft, custom fit. PORON  Embrace maintains the memory of its original shape to re-contour 
to the foot upon every step, increasing support and reducing pressure points. Embrace responds in less than one second 
and unlike typical memory foams, this material maintains its cushioning and responsiveness after repeated use.

Acor Orthopaedic Inc. is
the Rogers Corporation

®
PORON  Medical Master Distributor

for North America and a 
®PORON  Comfort Preferred Partner.

Call 800-237-2267 For Pricing

www.acor.com

Part Num Desc Size

PORVS-00002 3.0mm (1/8") Spring Green Poron Vive 27"x36"

PORES-00003 3.0mm (1/8") Belize Poron Embrace 27"x36"

Part Num Desc Size

PORV-00002 3.0mm (1/8") Spring Green Poron Vive 54"x165'

PORE-00003 3.0mm (1/8") Belize Poron Embrace 54"x165'

PORON Vive and Embrace

Sheets

Rolls

Strips

Available upon request



18530 South Miles Parkway
Cleveland, OH 44128

cs@acor.com
www.acor.com

P.800.237.2267
F.800.830.8445

Since 1972

MORE THAN A SUPPLIER. A RESOURCE.
Acor Orthopaedic was founded in 1972 as a patient care facility specializing 

in Pedorthic, Orthotic and Prosthetic care. Today, the company is a manufacturer, 
converter and distributor of EVA, PE and PU foam products serving a variety of 
markets worldwide. Our team is compromised of pedorthists, orthotists, and 
prosthetists, including a staff of bio-medical and manufacturing engineers. Our 
mission is to provide the best quality innovative orthopaedic appliances and 
converted foam products to our customers.

® ® ® ®
Microcel Puff , P-Cell , Tri-Lam , multi-durometer laminates, X-Static  lined 

® ® TM
materials, Impression Puff , NeoSponge , Multicork , CAD CAM Blockers, top 

®
covers and CarboFlex  Carbon Fiber Footplates are in stock and most are 
available to ship the same day. New materials scheduled to arrive in the Fall of 

TM TM TM2019 include Bamboolite , Microcel Puff PE , Carbon Vinyl  and more.

Acor materials range in durometer from Shore A 15 to 90 and can be produced in 
any Pantone color.

Acor specializes in the laminating, cutting, slitting, sloping and skiving of foam 
products and can even produce PSA coated sheets.

Acor Orthopaedic is the exclusive Master Distributor of Rogers Corporation’s 
®

Medical Grade Poron  and a Preferred Converter of Rogers Comfort and 
®

Performance Grade Poron  products.

Acor catalogues, order forms, new customer forms 
and more are available digitally on a USB flash 
drive, or online at www.acor.com/resources.


